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DEKALB COUNTY REHAB & NURSING CENTER 
JOB DESCRIPTION 

EDUCATION COORDINATOR 
 

Written:    3/93 
Revised:   1/94, 9/04, 5/05, 6/20 
 
 
JOB OBJECTIVES 
 
Plans, implements and coordinates in-service education, CPR classes, Relias Training and nursing school 
/C.N.A. certification school liaisons. 
 
JOB STANDARD 
 
1. Reports to Director Compliance and Education 
 
2. Must be an R.N. with B.Ed. preferred. 
 
3. Requires a minimum of two years professional nursing experience in long-term care. 
 
4. Minimum two years experience in education strongly preferred. 
 
5. Requires working knowledge of Federal and State long-term care regulations as they pertain to staff 

development, infection control, quality assurance and resident care. 
 
6. Must have current Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation Certification. 
 
7. Must meet and maintain in-service education requirements. 
 
8. Must attend and complete orientation class. 
 
9. Must have physical exam and 2 tuberculin skin tests (chest x-ray if positive reactor) within 10 days of 

beginning employment. 
 
10. Must be able to safely perform the essential job functions with or without reasonable accommodation. 
 
11. Requires ability to communicate effectively both orally and in writing. 
 
12. Requires ability to work variable hours and shifts, including evenings, nights and weekends as needed to 

meet staff education needs. 
 
13. Requires ability to establish and maintain working relationships with all level of personnel, other 

management, outside representatives and general public. 
 
14. Ability to comprehend, interpret, implement new and existing federal and state legislation.  Ability to 

incorporate this into facility policies and procedures and to teach these to all staff with varying 
intellectual abilities.  Must be able to set up and use audio-visual equipment and equipment used in 
performance of nursing procedures. 

 
JOB RESPONSIBILITIES AND TASKS 
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1.  Orientation 
      - Plans, participates in classroom and clinical orientation of all staff 
      - Monitors and evaluates orientation process 
      - Schedules orientation of staff 
 
2.  Basic Nursing Assistant Courses/ Clinical site for other basic certified nurse assistant programs: 
     - Coordinates student scheduling 
     - Liaison between instructors and facility 
     - Coordinates student orientation 
     - Coordinates competency testing for outside agencies 
 
3.  Staff development 
     - Plan in-services to meet IDPH requirements and facility needs 
     - Present and/or obtain speakers for in-services 
     - Maintain records and documentation to meet state and federal regulations 
     - Acquire within 3 months/Maintain CPR instructor certification and knowledge for CPR basic and 
 refresher course. 
 
4.  Coordinate with special projects, quality assurance, etc. (as determined) 
 
5.  Coordinate student activities 
      - Discuss programs with school coordinators 
      - Coordinate affiliations with course instructors 
      - Provide orientations for affiliating students 
      - Maintain records and documentation 
 
6.    Can perform duties of staff nurse if necessary as requested by nursing administration. 
 
7.     Performs other duties as required or assigned by Director or by Administration. 
 
 
PHYSICAL/SENSORY/COGNITIVE REQUIREMENTS: 
 
A) Physical 
 

1. Strength: 
Ability to lift, move and turn on a regular basis.  This requires varying degrees of pushing, 
pulling, lifting and turning to move equipment that could be in excess of 200 pounds.  (Done as 
needed). 

 
2. Manual Dexterity: 

a. Must be able to continuously perform simple manipulative tasks.  Occasionally perform 
difficult manipulative tasks.  (Done as needed). 

b. Must be able to use pen, pencil, markers, stapler, scissors, calculators, copy machine, fax 
machine, nurses’ medication & treatment carts, resident chart, telephone, computer, printer, 
paper cutter, keyless entry system, etc.  (Done as needed). 

 
3. Coordination: 
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Requires fine motor coordination to complete specialized tasks as described above (#2).   
Requires good hand - eye coordination, steadiness and the ability to move about in tight 
spaces, between objects and furniture.  (Done continuously). 

 
4. Mobility 

Must be able to continuously stand and walk, frequently squat, kneel, twist, sit, stand and 
remain in uncomfortable positions for prolonged periods of time. 

 
5. Speech 

Must be able to continuously articulate clearly and precisely. 
 

6. Emotional Stability 
Must be able to continuously deal effectively with stress created by multiple tasks, noises, 
interruptions, and work cooperatively as part of the health care team while maintaining a 
pleasant demeanor. 

 
B) Sensory: 
 

1. Vision – Ability to focus and read required information.  (Done continuously). 
 

2.   Hearing 
a. Must be able to hear continuously, hear normal sounds and voice patterns with some 

background noise.  Must be able to receive verbal instructions and converse with residents, 
co-workers, families and visitors.  Must respond to audible emergency signals, alarms, call-
light indicators and be able to answer and use the phone.  (Done continuously). 

b. Must be able to distinguish sounds.  Must be able to hear and understand voice pages.  Must 
be able to hear telephone conversation.  Must be able to differentiate alarms.  (Done 
frequently). 

 
3.   Smell 

Must be able to detect the odor of smoke, spoiled food, gas, etc.  (Done frequently). 
 
C) Cognitive 
 

1. Concentration 
Ability to concentrate on moderate details with frequent interruptions.  (Done continuously). 

 
2. Attention Span 

Stay with planned programs and assignments for 5 minutes to several days.  (Done  
continuously). 

 
3. Conceptualization 

Must be able to understand and relate specific ideas and concepts.  (Done continuously). 
 

4. Memory 
Must be able to remember multiple tasks over 5 minute to several days period of time. 

 
WORK SETTING/ENVIRONMENT 
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1. Work is performed indoors primarily in an office, classroom, and nursing unit environment.  The nursing 
home is well lighted and clean with some exposure to dust.  Heat and air conditioning are controlled by 
the buildings central system. 

 
2. There is frequent exposure to residents and their families as well as employees. 
 
3. Constant exposure to computer monitor, video display terminal. 
 
EQUIPMENT USED 

Adaptive devices, AED monitor, air mattress, bladder scanner, calculator, call/intercom system, cane, 
chair scale, commode, computer, copy machine, CPR equipment, electric bed, electric thermometer, 
electric wheel chair, electronic time clock, EZ lift, EZ stand, fax machine, file cabinet, fire extinguisher, 
gait belt, geri-chair, gloves (plastic, rubber, vinyl), hamper, hole punch, hoyer lift, isolation apparel, 
keyless entry systems, lap board, linen cart, markers, medication cart, microwave oven, nail clipper, 
overhead projector, paper cutter, pen, pencil, printer, radio, razor (electric, manual), resident charts, 
safety monitor, scissors, secure care system, slide projector, stapler, suctioning equipment, switches, 
tables, telephone, television, thermometer (oral, rectal, tympanic), thermostat, treatment cart, video 
equipment, vital signs monitor, walker, wheel chair.  Miscellaneous electronic equipment, all equipment 
used in nursing, rehab, environmental services and dietary departments except major appliances. 

 
EMPLOYEE RESPONSIBILITIES IN EMERGENCY 

Must have thorough knowledge of all emergency and disaster procedures of facility.  Directs 
subordinates to respond to emergency situations involving the safety of residents, employees, visitors, 
and facility.  This includes but is not limited to: perform CPR, perform Heimlich maneuver, work with 
agitated residents, respond to fire/fire drills, respond to tornado/tornado drills.  This also includes the 
ability to assist with evacuation. 
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